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Be transported to rich, tropical jungles and sultry
Spanish nights for SS15. Whether this season 
takes you halfway around the world or a little  
closer to home, enhance your beautiful new 
curves in comfort and elegance with Tiffany Rose.

Fashioned in the softest premium jersey and most 
luxurious corded stretch lace, this collection has 
been designed with you in mind. Our floaty Maxi 
styles – perfect for sandals – will carry you from 
day to evening in the height of comfort and style.
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From vibrant tropical jungles to deep blue 
oceans, this season’s styles offer bold, bright 

hues that will stand out at any summer event.  
Created using generous gathering and textured 
fabrics, the Tropical collection offers fashionable 

comfort for any summer occasion.

TROPICAL
Hues

http://www.tiffanyrose.com/eu/maternity/clothing/CLDCBS/Clara-Maternity-Dress-Cobalt-Blue.html


http://www.tiffanyrose.com/eu/maternity/clothing/CLAGCL/Clara-Maternity-Gown-Long-Cobalt-Blue.html


http://www.tiffanyrose.com/eu/maternity/clothing/JBDBB/Jewel-Block-Maternity-Dress-Biscay-Blue.html
http://www.tiffanyrose.com/eu/maternity/clothing/JBMBB/Jewel-Block-Maternity-Maxi-Dress-Biscay-Blue.html


· HAWAIIAN BREEZE DRESS ~ €125 ·

http://www.tiffanyrose.com/eu/maternity/clothing/HAWS/Hawaiian-Breeze-Maternity-Dress-Short.html


Offering something extra special for summer, 
our Spanish inspired collection evokes the 

warmth of summer nights.  Using soft jersey and 
luxurious corded lace, the dresses flatter figures 
with sultry off-the-shoulder necklines and sheer 

sleeves which offer a hint of suggestion to 
ensure you feel as special as you should.

SPANISH
Courtyard

http://www.tiffanyrose.com/eu/maternity/clothing/CHLDCS/Chloe-Lace-Maternity-Dress-Coralista.html


"The sun kissed  
her bare shoulders in  

a style that framed her  
gorgeous new figure" 

http://www.tiffanyrose.com/eu/maternity/clothing/CHLDCS/Chloe-Lace-Maternity-Dress-Coralista.html
http://www.tiffanyrose.com/eu/maternity/clothing/LOLMMB/Lola-Maternity-Maxi-Dress-Mirage-Blue.html


Bold tropical prints and narrow stripes paired 
with British formality offers a style that is  

timeless and elegant. Perfect for summer days, 
this collection uses luxurious lightweight  

materials, floating kimono sleeves and billowing 
skirts offering an effortless glamour that can be 

worn day and night.

IVORY
Coast

http://www.tiffanyrose.com/eu/maternity/clothing/CELMNS/Celia-Maternity-Maxi-Dress-Navy-Stripe.html


· LIZZY MAXI DRESS MONOCHROME FOREST ~ €210 ·

http://www.tiffanyrose.com/eu/maternity/clothing/CELMNS/Celia-Maternity-Maxi-Dress-Navy-Stripe.html
http://www.tiffanyrose.com/eu/maternity/clothing/LIZMMF/Lizzy-Maternity-Maxi-Dress-Monochrome-Forest.html


http://www.tiffanyrose.com/eu/maternity/clothing/FLMMG/Floral-Maxi-Maternity-Dress.html


http://www.tiffanyrose.com/eu/maternity/clothing/LIZBNS/Lizzy-Dress-Short-Blue-Nile.html


http://www.tiffanyrose.com/eu/maternity/clothing/EDNBL/Eden-Maternity-Gown-Long-Blush.html


Oriental

Our classic English Rose styles offer soft  
v-necklines and pretty details to lighten a  

summer’s day.  Using intricate floral laces and 
our watercolour inspired jersey, these dresses 

accentuate new curves and add a hint of  
oriental glamour to any occasion.

BLOOMS

http://www.tiffanyrose.com/eu/maternity/clothing/CHLDOBS/Chloe-Lace-Maternity-Dress-Orchid-Blush.html


http://www.tiffanyrose.com/eu/maternity/clothing/CHLDOBS/Chloe-Lace-Maternity-Dress-Orchid-Blush.html
http://www.tiffanyrose.com/eu/maternity/clothing/DAHVB/Dahlia-Maternity-Shift-Dress-Vintage-Bloom.html


http://www.tiffanyrose.com/eu/maternity/clothing/DAISMS/Daisy-Maternity-Dress-Mono-Lace.html


"Delicate sequins 
caught the golden light  
with every step  

she took..."

http://www.tiffanyrose.com/eu/maternity/clothing/CARGR/Carmen-Maternity-Gown-Gold-Rush.html


www.tiffanyrose.com

Blushing

Our SS15 Bridal collection sweeps you up in 
romance and vintage elegance. From short 

bridal dresses to long maternity gowns, each are 
designed in the most luxurious fabrics and is a 

celebration of you. Fashioned in scalloped lace and 
pretty florals, a Tiffany Rose bridal gown is truly as 

special as the bride wearing it.

BRIDAL

http://www.tiffanyrose.com/eu/maternity/info/bridal.html
http://www.tiffanyrose.com/


sales@tiffanyrose.com
0844 448 0123 (UK)

+44 20 8397 0001 (INT)
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